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.tAND� BELO'\\' THE OCEAN LEVEL, 

I 
monstrate remarkable progress in navigation, on the other 

In an article treating on some remarkable results of evapo- hand this achievement cannot be attributed to any new dis· 
ration and rainfail, published on page 257 of our issue of I covery, but results from improved application of known 
April 28, this year, we described one of the instances of the I principles, and especially from the rare perfection of the COil' 
great excesses of evaporatIOn over rainfall, namely, the Cas- struction of the motive apparatus, which develops great power, 
plan Sea, Ol. which the surface is as much below the ocean while its weight is reduced to the narrowest limits. This, 
luvel as our Lake Champlain is above the same, namely, more however, it not the only element of success. The model of 
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----����� Great Desert or Sahara in Africa. The forllier Is remarkable of which the hull is built is such as not to absorb by its 
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A. E. ?��CII.__ �or the great amount ot the depression, and the latter for the weight a fraction of the total displacement which may be 
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would s;)on spring up around the shores of the proposed in- of navigation. Large marine engines for a long time rarely 
land sea, which would become the scene of a migbty travel weighed less than 440 Ibs. per horse power; and it is only 

i and traffic, as the lake would give easy access to the sur- through recent improvements t,hat this has been reduced to 
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.�����.p.,,:,:��.:: �� Zinc, purifying ...... .............. 295 This much as to an Immediate result; but the ultimate that to supply the city of Baltimore with water, and the gen-

consequences would be much more serious. It should be tlemen in charge of it have been so busy pushing it forward 
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considered that this large inland lake, if once established, that they have had very little time to talk about it: in conse
would have no fresh water snpply, by rivers; but the sea quence of which not many people outside of the city know 
water would certainly rush in through the channel, to make anything of it, and comparatively few have any idea of 
up for the large evaporation, which we may safely set down the immensity and difficulty of the works that are now so For the Week ending May 12,18'1'1. 
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an as nearly 20 feet deep, or t of the water in this new lake, is allowed to pass to ount oyal reservoir, w Ich is only 150 
Protecting Iron and Steer from Rust. Ainslie's Method. Barll"s would annually evaporate, it would only take 4 x 25, or 100 I feet above tide, so as not to give too high a pressure to the 
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III. CHEMISTRY, ETC.-The Adulteration of Milk. By HIONRY A. MOTT fliction to Algeria than the present sand plain can possibly duplex compound pumping engines, capable of raising 
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and CompOSition of the Sweet Potato . ....: be. H),OOO,OOO gallons a day from that river, over a hill 265 feet 
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IV. MISCELLANEOUS.-Vihrations of Cylindrical Rodo.-Manometers.- ments at Cherbourg, we noted the wonderful speed of nearly new plan was devised; and it is now being carried out, not
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most but about 15 tons, this extreme velocity appears to be Commission, Mr. R. K. Martin, who had charge of the pre
extra copy of the SUPPLEMEST will be supplied gratis for every club of obtainable only over short periods; but a speed of 18 knots vious works, erected in 1858. The source of the new supply 
five SUPPLEME�T subscribers at $5.00 each. • f B All the back numbers of the SUPPLEM>1"T, from the commencement Jan- has been maintained over measured distances for more than is the Gunpowder Ri.ver, which at about nme miles rom al-
uary 1 1876. can b� had. Price 10 cents en,ch. ' ' . 
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